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Backlog Issues No Longer Limited to USPTO: Copyright Office Also 
Experiencing Log Delays. 

Patent attorneys have been complaining about delays at the USPTO for years, but 
have the problems now extended over into the Copyright Office? 

Click here to view full story. 

Copyright Office Announces Fee Increases Effective August 1, 2009. 

The Copyright Office has adopted a new fee schedule, which will go into effect 
later this summer.  

Click here to read the story. 

Copyright Infringement on the Internet: Problem is No Longer Confined to 
Entertainment Industry. 

Should you be policing the Internet to see if your copyrighted works are being 
infringed? Unfortunately, failing to do so may cost you.  

Click here to read full story. 

Trade Secret Litigation on the Rise Against Laid-Off Employees. 

If the bad economy is pushing you to conduct layoffs, it may pay to take a few 
extra precautions to protect your company against the threat of a trade secret 
litigation suit.  

Click here to view full story. 

Blogosphere Reacts to Licensing Terms for Amazon’s New Kindle 
Publishing for Blogs. 

Being paid for the use of your web content sounds like a terrific idea in theory, but 
will it work well in practice? What do you need to know about Kindle’s new beta 
product before you agree to license your blog content? 
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Click here to view full story. 

Collaborating Can Create Legal Headaches if the Appropriate IP 
Agreements are not in Place. 

In this economy, many businesses are looking for additional ways to generate 
revenue, and collaborations may appear to be a very enticing option. However, 
collaborating without the right agreement in place can prove to be a huge legal 
headache.  

Click here to view full article. 
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